How to participate in CLEARS public sale?
Thank you for your interest in CLEARS public sale.
This guide will define the rules of the sale as well as the steps to follow in order to participate.
It is not a contract. Please refer to the CLEARS White Paper for more information about the CLEARS
token and CLEARS token sale, including the token details, bonus and steps.
Our goal is to ensure that all the steps of the CLEARS token sale, from the private sale (round 0) to the
public sale (round 2) offer a safe and fair process to everyone involved.
ERC20 compatible wallet:
To participate to CLEARS public sale you will need an ERC20 compatible Ethereum Wallet. This wallet is
critical to receive your CLRS tokens once the token sale is completed.
To get a ERC20 wallet you can use (we are not affiliated to them in anyway shape or form)
www.myetherwallet.com
Please be aware that wallets on exchanges (like Coinbase, Kraken, Poloniex) are NOT ERC20
compatibles and your coins will be lost permanently if you use this kind of wallet.
Token sale rules:
This public sale will be subject to the following rules, common amongst token sales:
-

Everybody can participate except those specified below,
Every request is reviewed before approval and can be rejected,
The only form of payment is ETH,
US citizens and residents are not authorized to participate,
There is a hard cap of 50000 ETH total,
Buyers are limited to purchase a maximum of 500ETH ,
Payments should be received BEFORE November 1st at midnight GMT to qualify,
Payments received after this deadline will automatically be returned to the sender,
Tokens will be distributed starting November 15 th or later,
Participants will receive written confirmation of their payments which will include the exact
amount received and the exact amount of CLRS tokens bought, bonus included if any.

Participation steps:
To participate in the CLRS public sale, please follow these steps:
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1/ Get hold of an ETH address coming from ERC20 compatible wallet,
2/ Complete the participation form on https://clea.rs (make sure this is the real address of the website
you are visiting :
)
3/ You will receive the payment instructions by email after approval,
4/ Never send money to another address or bank account and make sure the email you received is
coming from ico@clea.rs and no other email address,
5/ Make sure your payment clears before the deadline,
6/ Payments are considered cleared after 1 confirmation. No later than 48h after your payment cleared
we will send you a confirmation of payment by email,
7/ When coins are distributed (starting November 15 th), as soon as your CLEARS coins have been
transferred to your ETH wallet we will let you know that the transaction has been completed and how to
access your coins.
PLEASE REMEMBER TO WHITELIST ICO@CLEA.RS, SUPPORT@CLEA.RS AND CLEA.RS DOMAIN TO AVOID
CLEARS EMAILS GOING TO SPAM.
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